
 
3 Step Affiliate Marketing Video Tutorial from Michael Bashi Makes Life Easy for 

Beginners.    

 

A recently launched online video tutorial from renowned business coach Michael Bashi is 

rapidly gaining popularity among aspiring affiliate marketing professionals. The 

program has been designed with the utmost care to help the beginners set up and maintain 

a successful Facebook campaign that makes money immediately.   

 

Ontario based affiliate marketing guru Mr. Michael Bashi continues to make valuable 

contributions in the field of Business education. He has just come up with an excellent 

video based tutorial to assist his students create an affiliate business using Facebook. The 

program has already achieved exceptional success like the previous tutorials from the 

revered marketing expert. It must be mentioned that Mr. Bashi has several other highly 

popular tutorials to his credit. The success of all his training modules can be attributed to 

the fact that Mr. Bashi has used his own experience as an online marketing beginner to 

develop them. 

 

Unlike most other programs, Mr. Bashi's new affiliate marketing tutorial can be 

followed and grasped easily by all because he has carefully avoided the so-called 

marketing jargons that often make little sense to the beginners.  Affiliate Rollout is a 

ready made money making platform because it is surprisingly easy to start earning using 

the program. Apart form guidance to set up a Facebook campaign, Mr. Bashi also offers 

20 time tested Facebbok campaigns. All these campaigns have been created by Mr. Bashi 

after thorough research to find out their feasibility. The members of the program also 

receive three excellent Facebook ads for all these 20 campaigns.   

 

Affiliate marketing is one the leading online business platforms, but requires thorough 

knowledge to master the art of achieving success.  Mr. Bashi's program provides an 

excellent opportunity to the newbies to rub shoulders with the experienced and 

accomplished marketers in the field of affiliate business. Talking about his new tutorial, 

Mr. Bashi recently stated, "I still remember the tough time that I had as a beginner in this 

business. The program discusses the techniques that I've been using since last five years 

as an affiliate marketer". He has also informed that more tutorials from him are about to 

hit the market very soon. 

 

About the Company: The Affiliate Rollout is a recently launched training website from 

distinguished internet marketing expert Michael Bashi. This website has been created 

specifically for beginners in the world of affiliate marketing.  

 

 

Contact:  

Mr. Michael Bashi 

http://www.theaffiliaterollout.com/ 
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